Queries over XML documents challenge search engines to return the most relevant XML components that satisfy the query concepts. In a previous work[6] we described an algorithm to retrieve the most relevant XML components that performed relatively well in INEX'03. In this paper we show an improvement to that algorithm by introducing a document pivot that compensates for missing terms statistics in small components. Using this new algorithm we achieved improvements of 30%-50% in the Mean Average Precision over the previous algorithm. We then describe a general mechanism to apply existing Automatic Query Refinement (AQR) methods on top of our XML retrieval algorithm and demonstrate a particular such method that achieved top results in INEX'04.
Introduction
While in traditional IR we are used to get back entire documents for queries, the challenge in XML retrieval is to return the most relevant components that satisfy the query concepts. The INEX initiative [4] sub classified this task into two sub tasks; Content only (CO) topics and Content and Structure (CAS) topics. In a CO task the user specifies queries in free text and the search engine is supposed to return the most relevant XML components that satisfy the query concepts. In a CAS task the user can limit query concepts to particular XML tags and to define the desired component to be returned using XPath [10] extended with an about() predicate.
In order to realize the problem in ranking XML components we first examine a typical class of IR engines that use tf-idf [8] to perform document ranking. Those engines maintain an inverted index in which they keep for each term among other things the number of documents in which it appear (df) and its number of occurrences in each document in the collection (tf). Then this statistics is used to estimate the relevance of a document to the query by measuring some distance between the two.
To be able to return a component instead of a full document search engines should modify their data structures to keep statistics such as tf-idf at the component level instead of at the document level. This is not a straight forward extension since components in XML are nested and the problem is how to keep statistics at the component level such that it handles components nesting correctly.
In INEX'03 we described a method for component ranking by creating separate indices for the most informative component types in the collection as described in [6] . For example we created an index for full articles, an index for all sections, for all paragraphs etc. This approach solved the problem of statistics of nested components since in each index we have now components from same granularity so they are not nested.
While this approach solved the problem of nested components it introduced a deficiency that could distort index statistics. The problem is that the fine grained indices lack data that is outside their scope which is not indexed at all. For example the articles index contains 42,578,569 tokens while the paragraphs index contains only 31,988,622 tokens. This means that in the paragraphs index ~25% of the possible statistics is missing so for example a term with a low df based on the indexed tokens may actually be quite frequent outside the paragraphs so its actual df should be higher.
In this paper we describe a method to compensate for this deficiency using document pivot. Using this method we got a consistent improvement of 30%-50% in the mean average precision (MAP) for both INEX'03 and INEX'04 CO topics. On top of this improvement we achieved further improvement by applying Automatic Query Refinement (AQR) on our XML component retrieval system. AQR was studied in [7] in the context of traditional IR engines. The idea there is to run the query in two rounds where highly ranked results from the first round are used to add new query terms and to reweigh the original query terms for the second round. We show how to adopt such AQR algorithms on top of our XML component ranking algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows -in section 2 we describe the document pivot concept and in section 3 we describe how to adopt AQR methods from traditional IR to XML retrieval systems. In section 4 we describe our inverted index and our CO and VCAS runs. We conclude in section 5 with discussion of the approaches and with future directions.
Component ranking with Document Pivot
We start by briefing our component ranking approach from INEX'03 as described in [6] and then we show how it was improved using the document pivot concept.
As discussed above the problem in XML component ranking is how to keep statistics at the component level such that it handles components nesting correctly.
In [6] we solved that problem by creating different indices for the most informative component types. We created an index for articles, index for sections, index for sub sections and index for paragraphs. For simplicity we discuss now our approach for CO topics.
For a given CO topic we run the query in parallel on the set of indices and get back a sorted result set from each index with components of that index. So we get a sorted list of articles, a sorted list of section and so on.
We then described a method for comparing the different result sets so that we can merge the sets into a single sorted list of all component types. Why do we get different scores in each result set? Our scoring method is based on the vector space model where both the query Q and each document d are mapped to vectors in the terms space and the relevance of d to Q is measured as the cosine between them using the tf-idf statistics as described in Figure 1 below - index has 12,107 components so the idf of a relatively rare term is not very large compared to its idf in the paragraphs index which has 646,216 components. In addition the average document length in the articles index is 900 while the average document length in the paragraphs index is 37. Since ||d|| and ||Q|| are scaled by the average document length then the denominator of scores in the paragraphs index is much lower than in the articles index. Combining the idf difference and the length normalization difference shows why scores of components in the paragraphs index are relatively higher than scores of components in the articles index.
In order to compare the scores in different result sets we described in [6] a normalization formula that ensures absolute numbers that are index independent. This is achieved by each index computing score(Q,Q) which is the score of the query itself as if it was a document in the collection. Since the score measures the cosine between vectors, then the max value is expected between two identical vectors. Each index therefore normalizes all its scores to its computed score(Q,Q). The normalized results are then merged into a single ranked list consisting of components of all granularities.
While the approach of creating independent indices solved the problem of overlapping data it introduced another deficiency of missing data. The fine grained indices lack data that is outside their scope which is not indexed. For example the articles index contains 42,578,569 tokens while the paragraphs index contains only 31,988,622 tokens. The missing data in the fine grained indices can distorts the idf statistics of the collection and therefore may affect the quality of the results.
To fix that problem we use this year a concept first mentioned in [9] which uses a document pivot (DocPivot) factor to scale the final component score by the score of its containing article. The final score of a component with original score S c and with its full article score S a is then DocPivot * S a + (1 -DocPivot) * S c .
Assuming that the full articles index is the first index then the overall algorithm to return a result set for a given query Q is given in Figure 2 below.
Step 3 is the new step introduced by the DocPivot. Figure 3 ) which is 52% improvements over the base run with no DocPivot.
Automatic Query Refinement for XML
In this section we describe how to apply Automatic Query Refinement (AQR) on top of our XML ranking algorithm. AQR was studied in [7] in the context of traditional IR engines. The idea is to run the query in two rounds where highly ranked results from the first round are used to add new query terms and to reweigh the original query terms for the second round. We show now a method to adopt such AQR algorithms on top of our XML component ranking algorithm.
Assume we have an AQR algorithm that can be used to refine query results. Since we have separate indices for different component granularities we can run the AQR algorithm on each index separately. The modified XML component ranking algorithm is described in Figure- We describe now a specific AQR algorithm that we used in INEX'04 and discuss some variants of its usage in our XML component ranking algorithm.
The AQR algorithm we used is described in [2] . The idea there is to add Lexical Affinity (LA) terms to the query where a Lexical Affinity is a pair of terms that appear close to each other in some relevant documents such that exactly one of the terms appears in the query.
The AQR is based on the information gain (IG) obtained by adding lexical affinities to the query. The IG of a lexical affinity L on a set of documents D with respect to a query Q denotes how much L separates the relevant documents in D from the non relevant documents for the query Q. IG is defined as: The AQR procedure works as follows: It gets the result set obtained by running the search engine on the query Q (algorithm step 1 in Figure-4 ) and additional 4 parameters (M, N, K, α) that are explained below. The AQR first constructs a list of candidate LAs that appear in the top M highly ranked documents from the result set. Then it takes D to be the set of the top N (N >> M) highly rank documents and finds the K LAs with the highest IG on that set D.
Those LAs are used to re rank each document d in the result set by adding their tf-idf contribution to score(Q, d) as given by Figure 1 . Since they don't actually appear in the query Q we take their TF Q (L) to be the given parameter α.
We can have several variants for using the above AQR algorithm in the XML component ranking algorithm -1. The AQR procedure can be applied on each index separately using same (M, N, K, α) parameters or index specific (M, N, K, α) parameters. In this variant different LAs are added to the query for each index.
2. We can apply the first part of the AQR using (M, N, K) on the full articles index to find the best LAs. Then apply the last part of the AQR that does the re ranking (with the parameter α) on each index. using the LAs that were extracted from the articles index. The motivation for the 2nd variant is that most informative LAs can be obtained on the full articles index since it has the full collection data. In section 4 we describe the (M, N, K, α) parameters used in our runs.
Runs description 4.1 Index description
Similar to last year we have created six inverted indices for the most informative components which are {article, sec, ss1, ss2, {p+ip1}, abs}. We removed XML tags from all indices except from the {article} index where they were used for checking VCAS topic constraints. Content was stemmed using a Porter stemmer and components with content smaller than 15 tokens were not indexed in their corresponding index.
CO topics
Each CO topic has 4 parts : <title>, <description>, <narrative> and <keywords>. This year we could use only the <title> for formulating the query to our search engine. Due to the loosely interpretation of topics as appear in [5] we ignored '+' on terms and we ignored phrase boundaries and use the phrase's terms as regular terms. We still treated '-' terms strictly namely components with '-' terms were never returned. 
Doc Pivot run
In the run titled CO-0.5 we implemented the Component ranking algorithm as described in Figure-2 using DocPivot=0.5. This run was ranked 2 nd in the aggregate metric.
AQR run
In the run titled CO-0.5-LAREFIENMENT we implemented our AQR algorithm from Figure- 
VCAS topics
We applied an automatic translation from XPath [10] to XML Fragments [1] which is the query language used in our JuruXML search engine. XML Fragments are well-formed XML segments enhanced with
• '+/-' on XML tags and on content
• Phrases on content (" ")
• Parametric search on XML tag's value
• An empty tag (<>) that is used as parenthesis. We can view any XML Fragment query as a tree 1 with the semantics that at each query node, '+' children must appear, '-' children should not appear and others are optional and only contribute to ranking. If a node doesn't have '+' children then at least one of its other (non '-') children must appear. is transformed to <article> +<> +<> <>"phrase search"</> <>"proximity search"</> <>"string matching"</> </> +<> <>"tries"</> <>"suffix trees"</> <>"pat arrays"</> </> </> +<sec> +<>algorithm</> </sec> </article> we ignored the '+' on tags and similar to the CO case we ignored '+' on content and phrase boundaries. Ignoring '+' changes everything to OR semantics therefore the empty tags have no meaning and can be ignored. For example the above topic 131 is then equivalent to<article> <au>jiawei han</au> <abs>data mining</abs> </article> Figure 9 -The query as run by our system We still keep the XML Fragments semantics that nodes with a single child must have that child so the above query will return only results which have jiawei or han under <au> or that have data or mining under the <abs>.
To decide which element to return we followed the XPath target element semantics that defines the last element in the XPath expression as the element to be returned up to the equivalent tags as defined in [5] . We run the VCAS topics using a minor modification of step 1 in the algorithm in Figure-2 above: The articles index in addition to creating its result set also check the query constraints and mark valid components to be returned. The other indices then return in their results set only components that were marked valid by the articles index.
Obeying the target element constraint resulted in a low 38% overlap and as a result with low MAP of 0.065 in the aggregate inex_eval. It seems like assessors ignored the target elements as for example in the above topic 131 full articles were assessed as most exhaustive and most specific for that topic.
NLP runs
We submitted one CO run and one VCAS run. For the CO run we used the topic's <description> part and just applied the algorithm from Figure-2 with DocPivot=0.5. This run got MAP of 0.1286 using the aggregate inex_eval. For the VCAS run we similarly used the topic's <description> with same DocPivot but ignored the XPath target element as if it was a CO topic. This run got MAP of 0.05.
Discussion
We have presented two extensions to our last year XML component ranking algorithm. The first extension introduces a document pivot that scales scores of components by the score of their containing article. This method achieved improvements of 31% over our base CO run in INEX'03 and 52% over our base CO run in INEX'04. We then described an algorithm to apply existing AQR algorithms on top of our XML component ranking algorithm and demonstrated an example such AQR method using Lexical Affinities with Maximal Information Gain. Our two runs that implemented those extensions were ranked 1 st and 2 nd in the CO track. The space of possible AQR parameter combinations and the variants for their usage in XML is quite large and we still have to explore the best combination that would give best results.
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